Breakthrough Speed
for Breakout Value
Today’s CFOs are in a better position than ever to make an impact across
the business. If they embrace three emerging roles, they can achieve the
speed that companies now need to drive growth and manage risk.

CFOs who fully embody their new roles and operate effectively could
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in other regions provided value
during COVID-19 by acting as
“sensors at the edges”
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CFO as

Architect of business value
Collaborate with the C-suite to drive strategic change
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on
the technology direction
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of CFOs have increased the
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collaboration with
C-suite partners

of CFOs have introduced
new metrics to better
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CFOs are using technology
and data to harmonize
direction across the C-suite
And they’re driving
end-to-end insights through
real-time data and models

CFO as

Catalyst of digital strategy
Create value and take ownership of digital strategy

Concern about
data and privacy
breaches
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but only

was the most cited barrier
to driving strategic change...

28%
engaged in managing risk
through data security to a
meaningful degree

responsibility for environmental,
social and corporate
governance (ESG) performance

Next Actions for CFOs:
Economic guardian

Break down data silos
once and for all
Use advanced technology
not only to process
predictive forecasting

professionals to build
new skills and take on
broader responsibilities

Architect of business value

Catalyst of digital strategy

Bring the full power

Collaborate more
purposefully with
colleagues across the
C-suite

to strategic initiatives
outside the function

Lead by providing
more insightful and
sophisticated perspectives
and knowledge

Take responsibility for
creating societal value
through ESG performance
of the enterprise

Take personal ownership
for harmonizing
technology and data
platforms

Seek support to develop
broad resilience

About the Research
As part of our ongoing research on the changing roles and responsibilities of CFOs, we surveyed more than 1,300 senior
We analyzed 245 S&P 500 companies across 10 industries to model the applications of differentiated speed—predictive,
data-driven decision-making via deployment of digital technologies and zero-basing of workloads.
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